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ABSTRACT

Interactive simulations are an alternative approach to classical CFD case studies. In contrast to the
traditional  pipeline  of  seperated  preprocessing,  computation  and  postprocessing  steps  these
operations are performed simultaneous within the interactive simulation session. This approach is
also called computational steeering [1].

Computational steering applications enables the engineer not only in running a series of case studies,
he also can observe the development of the flow depending on the current boundary conditions. In
our  approach the user  can interact  directly with  the  simulation  without  stopping  or  pausing  the
ongoing computation, e.g. by changing the geometrical layout and adapting existing or defining new
boudary conditions.

Due to the on-the-fly visualization integrated into the steering front-end our application can also be
used as an virtual experimental laboratory, where the user can study the impact of modifications of
the setting. This is of special importance within indoor air flow simulations, since the buildings will
be  used  by human  beings  who  will  interact  with  the  builing  and its  ventialtion  system in  non
predictable way. Interactive simulations helps to carv out the most critical scenes which have to be
avoided in the usage of the buildings lifetime.

The  computational  steering  project  at  hand  was  developed  using  the  Lattice-Boltzmann  method
(LBM) [2,3] for the computaional kernel, which is running in parallel on supercomputers, clusters or
standard desktop PC. Since the LBM is performed on a uniform Cartesian grid, a powerful grid
generator was developed to handle the variations of the geometrical set up, i.e. inserting new objects
and transforming existing object of the investigated scene almost without delay. Furthermore LBM is
very  suitable  for  an  efficient  parallelization,  which  allows  interactive  simulation  of  reasonable
systems using supercomputer resources [4].

To demonstrate the application capabilities an interactive simulation of an operating theatre will be
shown. During an operation sterile air needs to be applied onto the situs to avoid germs reaching to
wound and causing infections. 

Furhtermore the presentation will explain the main modules of the application, which comprises the
steering and visualization front  end,  grid generation,  the simulation kernel  and the comunication
scheme for distributed systems.
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